More informaon about us:
https://streamity.org

Token Sale support
support@streamity.org

Cryptocurrency market is one of the fastest growing and promising markets in the world. However
even today customers do not have a chance to convert cryptocurrency in fiat money fast and safely.
There are a lot of cryptocurrency exchange services, but their activities are illegal and commissions
overvalued. They lack security and scale; moreover, these services are too difficult to use!
DAPP STREAMDESK is a p2p platform for smart-contract cryptocurrency exchange. StreamDesk is a
unique and fully automatic service with minimal commissions and fair market prices. Smart contracts
will guarantee the perfect security and the transactions of traditional currency will be committed
directly from user to user with the reception of the response from the payment system, which is used
as a “signal” to unlock smart-contracts and close a deal.
Advantages. StreamDesk is a mass service; connection of new users will create a strong demand for
STM tokens. Moreover, the tokens will be openly traded on the main cryptocurrency exchange
markets, and users will transform cryptocurrency into fiat money through StreamDesk service as it is
much more profitable than using other means and services. This will ensure access of new users to
our platform! STREAMITY project is not only an exchange platform but also a high-performance
portal in the field of cryptocurrencies. We create information - analytical, educational and investment
resources which include important sections: market review, market (collects information from the
main exchanges and generates average cryptocurrency exchange rates), news, ideas, blogs and
articles prepared by the authoritative traders and analytics of the community, knowledge base, where
one can write articles for the STM tokenrewards, investment statistics with analysis, graphics, details
of transactions), ICO calendar with recommendations, where users can write conclusions, opinions
and recommendations on projects for the rewards.
Most of content will be created by the community for the community. All information will be publicly
available and free of charge. All content will be translated into different languages and it will be
availablefor the community across the globe.
Educational centre “STREAMITY” deserves special attention as the company speakers have more
than 10 year experience in training community of traders, all strategies of traditional stock markets are
being successfully applied in crypto-trading.
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How to buy tokens:
BTC, LTC,ETH, ETC, USD, EUR

Token type:
ERC20

1STM =
0.2USD

Number of tokens:
180,000,000STM
2nd phase of the ICO:
25.06 - 22.07.2018

